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Popularis
Simon Mullan
23.02.15 – 18.04.15
Private view: Monday 23rd February 2015, 6 – 8 pm
Music by Linus Nyström

Camilla Løw

14.10.14 – 29.11.14
“One day I will find the right words, and they will be simple.”
Jack Kerouac, The Dharma Bums
Julia Muggenburg is delighted to announce the third
solo show of Simon Mullan, Popularis at Belmacz.
Mullan’s new works correspond to the Alpha series that
derive from numerous collected iconic ma-1 flight,
bomber jackets, historically tied to the American Air
force. From his collection of various flight jackets,
Mullan cuts and dissects them to then form collages
using the outer layers of these fabrics. They are then
sewn and stretched like a skin.
The humble, ageless and domestic tile appears in this
show forming a triptych of varying degrees of white and
again using the process of décollage and then collage.
The tiles can be seen as a homage to the very simple job
of being a tile layer… Fliesenleger!

The tile goes back to the ancient Orient from very early
times here it was used to decorate houses. It has become
intrinsic to our culture.
Alongside this piece are three so called skinned bomber
jackets, the skins of which were used to form the Alpha
series symbolising the remains of subcultures which he
explores and adopts these culture’s attributes as his own.
Some of these subcultures are: rockabilly, greaser (a.k.a.
‘raggare’ in Sweden), circus / carnie life, hip-hop & rap,
the outsider, pariah or freak. On the surface Mullan’s
work is aesthetically harmonious but below the surface
and on investigation there are the harder gestures of
masculinity and manhood.

Mullan romanticises the practice of this job; “The tile
pieces are waterproof and shiny… the idea is also that it
will be possible to clean them whilst they are hanging…
I question here, what is decor, and what is art. What is
wall, and what is the art piece.”

For more information please contact Rebekah Standing at Belmacz: rebekah@belmacz.com or call +44 (0)20 7629 7863
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Simon Mullan, Yellow Naked Bombers, 2014

The series Naked Bomber Jackets are not for sale.
The artist states:
The jackets function as a badge similar to motorcycle
gangs like the Hells Angels or Bandidos, you automatically
become a member of the international Gang or Charter
of Simon Mullan supporters by wearing one of these
Naked Bomber Jackets.

“I hope I will never get back one of these Naked
Bomber Jackets”
Simon Mullan, 2015, London
Julia Muggenburg of Belmacz has the exclusive right to
choose three people for this series.

Furthermore, one has to guarantee that the jacket will
be worn, preferably at Art events across the world.
The jackets can never be fully owned and can be seen as
a temporary loan. With that in mind, the artist hopes
to keep up the quality of his work and if the person once
has the feeling that she or he cannot support the artists’
work anymore, the jacket has to be returned to the artist.
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